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Abstract— Traffic flow prediction is an important component
of a modern intelligent transport system. Building an effective
model for short term traffic flow prediction model is challenging. Traffic is spatial temporal in nature. A traffic flow
prediction model should consider an appropriate scope of neighbourhood of traffic. To address the needs of a dynamic scope
of neighbourhood. We introduce a novel gated recurrent unit
variant call Neighbor Selecting Gated Recurrent Unit(NSGRU).
NSGRU feature a learn-able spatial kernel with distance based
K-nearest neighbor trimming scheme. Embedded external traffic knowledge are used to aid with the learning of spatial kernel.
The NSGRU was evaluated with a quantized real world dataset
and observed consistent improvement over baseline models.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Traffic fl ow pr ediction is an im portant co mponent of a
modern intelligent transport system. Short term traffic flow
prediction uses recent past observations to predict the near
future traffic fl ow at a lo cation. Ac curate pr edictions of
the location and time of possible traffic c ongestion allow
the authorities to take preemptive alleviating actions and
commuters to plan their routes. The movement of commuters
and vehicles in a city is linked to daily, weekly and seasonal
cycles of urban life. The traffic fl ow of a ro ad network
therefore changes with these cycles. Short term traffic flow
prediction considers both the regular cycles and short term
deviations from the cycles. For a particular location, the
traffic fl ow le vel is pa rtly de termined by th e ph ases in the
cycles and also partly determined by the recent past traffic
flow of the location and its neighbourhood. For example, the
traffic i s n ormally s low d uring p eak h ours a nd t he traffic
at a location at the upstream of an accident will be worse
than the usual slow traffic. T here a re a n umber o f different
mechanisms behind traffic flow, which has greatly increased
the the complexity of the prediction.
Building an effective model for short term traffic fl ow is
challenging. Traffic fl ow is de fined as the spe ed of tra ffic at
a location. In the simplest case, the flow i s d etermined by
the traffic volume a nd t he r oad c apacity a t t he l ocation, and
further moderated by regulatory constraints such as speed
limits and regulators of traffic flow such as traffic lights and
roundabouts. Traffic m ay a ccumulate o r d issipate a s time
moves on. The flow at a location is not isolated from its past.
The traffic moving through a road network may get disrupted
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and re-organized along a road segment, and also diverge and
converge at intersections. The flow at a location is also not
isolated from its neighbourhood. Various spatial temporal
patterns of traffic flow therefore emerge with respect to all
these properties of traffic.
Data driven modeling of traffic flow is a sensible option
for the challenge. A data driven traffic flow prediction model
takes raw traffic flow observation as input and output future
traffic prediction. It learns extracting patterns of traffic in
the spatial temporal dimension, and learns using these latent
features to predict future traffic. These latent features are
not directly observable, therefore it is hard to hand engineer.
The sensible solution for extracting latent features is the automated data driven learning process to uncover the features
from sample data of traffic flow sampled at different locations
and regular time intervals.
A traffic flow prediction model should consider an appropriate scope of neighbourhood of traffic. The traffic flow
prediction model consider a neighbourhood of traffic patterns
for predicting traffic. Modeling a neighbourhood of traffic
of traffic is complicated. A neighbourhood too small may
overlook important patterns. A neighbourhood too big may
capture unrelated pattern. The required scope can also be
dynamic during different cycles. Depending on the properties
of traffic the normal cycles maybe localized to a certain
size of neighbor. The short term deviations may propagate
differently. A dynamic scope of neighbourhood are needed
to handle these circumstances with an appropriate scope.
To address the need of dynamic scope of neighbourhood
for spatial temporal traffic flow prediction, we introduce
Neighbour Selecting Gated Recurrent Unit(NSGRU). NSGRU is a novel Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) variant with
learn-able spatial kernel before calculating the temporal dimension. The spatial kernel features a pre-calculated distance
based K-nearest neighbour trimming scheme, and learns
the significance of its neighbor with the aid of embedded
road network structure and road installations. The prediction
model uses sequence to sequence with encoder decoder
architecture for multiple step prediction.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II reviews
outstanding issues of traffic flow prediction. Section III
introduce the NSGRU and the experiment setup. Section IV
discuss the experiment results. Section V Conclude this paper
with discussion on possible future works.
II. L ITERATURE R EVIEW
A traffic flow prediction model should consider features
of both the spatial aspect and temporal aspect of traffic flow.

In general the consideration may first focus on features at
a location, and then extend to the same features at nearby
locations and in recent history, and finally the importance of
all these features. Some researchers in this area adopted a
divide and conquer approach to factor out the spatial aspect
and temporal aspect of traffic flow association. Multiple
spatial temporal approaches have been proposed to extract
features from the association between traffic flow between
nearby locations.
A. Features at a Location
A traffic flow prediction model requires additional features
to provide the context for interpretation of traffic flow
observations. Information such as road network structures,
road installations and statistics of traffic can imply fine
grained characteristics of traffic flow association between
locations. Considering these information and their latent
influence toward traffic flow should be beneficial toward
traffic flow prediction. Works from [1] proposed using route
information and weather data to predict traffic flow in the
future. [2] uses road structure to predict the categories of
road. [3] uses infrastructure to predict commuting flow.
These works have demonstrated the capability of using
varying features for predicting different objectives. However
using the combination of road network structures and road
installations for predicting short term traffic flow has not
been fully addressed and further investigation is needed.
B. Features at Nearby Locations and Recent History
Due to the short prediction horizon, the influence of traffic
flow at nearby locations and recent history is constrained
accordingly. Traffic flow prediction models should consider
only a “just enough” size of neighborhood. Determining
the correct aperture of the neighborhood in dynamic traffic
flow conditions poses a challenge. Some researchers determined the required aperture using a approximation with road
distance. Approaches like Diffusion convolution recurrent
neural network (DCRNN) [4] and Lanczosnet [5] calculate influence between locations with predefined distance
between locations. Usually static approximation is good at
handling the norms of traffic but it is less sensitive to
abrupt changes. Some attempt to learn the aperture between
locations from data sample. Methods like Spatial-Temporal
Graph Convolutional Network [6] and Attention Based Spatial Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks [7] learn the
spatial aperture using distance as an initialization parameter.
The sensitivity is better than the predefined approach. Training the model with only the traffic flow pattern may be too
hard because of high variance in data. Using features such
as road network structure and road installation should be a
reasonable approach to reduce variance in data.
C. Importance of Spatial Temporal Features
The holistic spatial temporal of traffic flow prediction
involves a large amount of features extracted from the
neighbourhood and the recent history. There are principal
routes of traffic flow. The influence may also decay with

the distance as the traffic flow is being absorbed by the
road network. Therefore a significant of these features is
less relevant or even irrelevant. The resulting traffic flow
prediction models may suffer from overfitting. A solution
is to decide the importance of neighbouring features. In
some cases the influence may be enhanced due to a bottleneck of road network design.[8], [9]. The modeling of
the traffic flow influence should be dynamic to adapt with
the dynamic relation between locations. Researchers adopted
two major approaches for deciding the importance of spatial
features. A static definition approach defined the relative
approximate relations between spatial features. DCRNN[4]
and Lanczosnet [5] used the same pre-calculated approach.
The importance of spatial features are approximated using
a function of distance. A learning based approach learns
the relation between spatial features. Methods like SpatialTemporal Graph Convolutional Network [6] and Attention
Based Spatial Temporal Graph Convolutional Networks [7]
learn the importance of spatial features. In some cases,
features in close proximity are necessarily important. Learning the importance of spatial features provided the model
capability to adapt the weighting of its neighbor according
to the observations. Current approaches again only decide the
importance of spatial features with traffic flow observations.
Using external knowledge here may help better decide the
importance of spatial features.
III. M ETHODOLOGIES
To address the outstanding issues of modeling effective
features for traffic flow prediction, we propose a novel neighbour selecting gated recurrent unit (NSGRU). Inspired by
gated recurrent unit (GRU), NSGRU is a partially interlinked
stacked gated recurrent unit with external knowledge aid
for learning the spatial relation between individual NSGRU
cells. The model is formulated as a functions that takes
multiple time series as input and output multiple time steps
of prediction of multiple time series. Sequence-to-sequence
models according to the encoder-decoder architecture are
used as the base prediction model.
A. Model Formulation
NSGRU is initialized with embedded neighbor features
and a neighbor map. As illustrated in figure 1, NSGRU
consists of four major components, an external knowledge
embedding, a K-nearest neighbor based neighbor map, an
attention [10] inspired weighted additive spatial aggregator
and several temporal gates. The observation inputs are sorted
and trimmed according to the neighbor map. The spatial
aggregator aggregates the trimmed observations features and
external knowledge features of neighbors to generate a
representation of neighbor. The representation of neighbor
is concatenated with observation features and the external
knowledge features. The concatenated product is then multiplied with a learn-able weight to produce a spatial feature
representation for the temporal gates. The temporal gates
calculate the spatial temporal representation of the traffic
flow in a neighborhood.

Fig. 1.

Model Architecture of NSGRU

B. External knowledge embedding
The external knowledge embedding consists of two components, one is structural embedding, the other is entity
embedding of attributes of road. The structural representation
of the road network is calculated using Node2Vec[11] algorithm. A segment of road is represented by the concatenation
of start node representation and end node representation.
[2]. The road network structure representation and one-hot
encoded road attributes are fed into fully connected layers,
their products are concatenated and fed into second layer of
fully connected layer. During training the features are fed
into the third layers fully connected layer for projection to
the training target. The embedded features vectors are forked
out and stored for further integration with the traffic flow
prediction model.
C. K-Nearest neighbor mapping
NSGRU selects multiple relatively closest neighbors by
realigning the nearest neighbors according to a desire measurement of proximity. In this paper road distance are used
as the measurement of proximity. The K-Nearest neighbor
map are defined as follow. Let n be the number of locations,
X be the observation. K be the number of desired number of
neighbors. A = <X0 , X1 , . . . , Xn > re-index the sequence
A in monotone increasing order of relative distance as B =
<X1 , X0 , . . . , XN
 >. The neighbor map is selected from B
N
where C = B K
.
D. Cell formulation of NSGRU
NSGRU is modified from GRU where the matrix multiplication before gates is replaced with a spatial selector. The
spatial selector is initialized with the neighbor map for trimming and external knowledge for deciding the significance
of feature in a trimmed neighborhood. NSGRU is defined in
the following equation.
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r(t) = σ Θr f∗ X (t) , H (t−1) + br
(1)
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u(t) = σ Θu f∗ X (t) , H (t−1) + bu
(2)

h
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c(t) = tanh Θc f∗ X (t) , r(t) H (t−1) + bc
(3)


H (t) = u(t) H (t−1) + 1 − u(t) c(t)
(4)
where X (t) is the input at time t, H (t) is the output at time
t, r(t) is the reset gate at time t, u(t) is the update gate

at time t, f is the spatial selection layer, Θr , Θu , Θc are
the corresponding temporal weights and σ is the activation
function
E. Spatial Selector of NSGRU
The spatial selector f is inspired by the Bahdanau style
attention. As illustrated in figure 4. The rearranged neighbors
are multiplied with learn-able weights of each neighbor. The
weighting is applied to the rearranged neighborhood to adjust
their significance toward self. The sum of the neighborhood
is concatenated with input of self and the external knowledge
of self and multiplied with a learn-able weight to obtain the
spatial feature output. The formulation of the spatial selector
is given as follows.
sv0 = W2 × [

K
X

tanh(W1 × C(Xt0 , Xt1 , ..., Xtk )

0

(5)

(Xt0 , Xt1 , ..., Xtk ), Xt0 ]

F. Dataset
The road structure and attributes used for this study were
extracted from OpenStreetMap [12], in particular the entire
road network of Singapore was selected for the training
of embedding. The speed observation were collected from
Singapore Speedband API [13]. Each unique segment is
defined with the latitude and longitude of the start point and
the end point for this stretch of road. The unique segment
was labeled with a unique ID. The API returned the speed
bands in 8 quantization levels with each level representing a
10 km/h interval.
1) External Knowledge: Two sets of road structures are
prepared for the training of embedding, the first set is
the road structure with road distance as weight between
nodes (n2vd). The second is the road structure with best
travelling time calculated with max speed of the road section
over the road distance (n2vt). For road attributes three sets
of attributes are prepared,the road attributes are one-hot
encoded. The first is the attributes of start nodes such as
signal light (upoi), the second is attributes of end nodes
(vpoi). The third is the attribute of roads such as road types
(rt). During training, embedding is trained against the mean
speed of roads(ms) obtained from the speed observations.

Fig. 2.

Proposed External Knowledge Embedding

Fig. 3.

illustration of K-Nearest neighbor mapping

Fig. 4.

Visualisation of formulation of spatial selector

2) Speed Observation: Singapore’s Speedband API provides speed readings for over 58 thousand segments of roads.
The Speedband dataset is rich in context, as the sensor placement are very dense providing a fine grained spatial readings
of the road network. Yet this dataset had not been used
for the study of short term traffic flow prediction according
to the literature. Speed data during 2019-12-03 00:00:00
to 2020-01-02 23:55:00 in 5 minutes intervals were used.
In the experiments a total of 174 segments were randomly
selected, and their details are shown in Figure 5. The raw
speeds are expressed as positive integers representing 8 level
of speed quantization, where higher values indicate faster
traffic flow and lower values indicate slow traffic. The value
range can be different from one segment with another. For
example, the speeds of expressway segments have a large
dynamic range because of their higher maximum speed. In
addition, the speeds sampled at a constantly busy segment
are often within a small range of low values. The speed at
each location has a long term mean reflecting its normal
traffic conditions. Using deviation from the mean should be
better in interpreting traffic flow conditions. The normalized

Fig. 5.

Location of road segments

data can facilitate the deep model to focus on learning the
deviation. The speed are normalized using z-score defined in
following equations.
z − score(x) =

x−µ
σ

(6)

TABLE III

G. Metrics

H YPERPARAMETERS OF NSGRU

The Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the Root Mean
Squared Error (RMSE) were selected as the metrics for
measuring the performance of the proposed prediction models and formulations. The formulas for MAE and RMSE
are given as follows, where x represents the ground truth
represents the predicted value and N is the total number of
observations. The MAE are also used as loss function of
optimising the neural network based model
PN
|xi − xbi |
(7)
M AE (x, x̂) = i=1
N
s
Pi=1
2
bi )
N (xi − x
RM SE (x, x̂) =
(8)
N
H. Training Models
The embedding and the prediction model were separately
trained. The road structure features were obtained using
Node2Vec with hyperparameters in table I. The embedding
TABLE I
H YPERPARAMETERS OF N ODE 2V EC
Hyperparameters
Dimension
Walk length
Num walk
Window size
Return hyperparameters
Inout hyperparameters
Weighted
Directed

Settings
64
10000 for distance 300 for time
10
10
1
1
True
True

is trained with attributes inputs against mean speed output
with the following hyperparameters. Embedding with the
best MAE on projecting mean speed were used to produce
features for the prediction model. The embedding is optimized with ADAM[14] with hyperparameters in table II with
MAE loss objective.
NSGRU and the neural network based baseline models
were trained with historical speed observation input with
MAE loss objective. The training scheme was optimized with
Adam with the hyperparameters in table III.
I. Experiment Setup
To test out what should be considered in traffic flow
prediction, five sets of attributes and features sets were
evaluated. Listed in table IV, the performance of embedding
on predicting the mean speed are compared.
TABLE II
H YPERPARAMETERS OF E MBEDDING
Hyperparameters
Network embedding dimension
Entity embedding dimension
Feature selection dimension
Learning rate
Epoch
Early stopping

Settings
128
8
32
0.01
10
True

Hyperparameters
Input steps
Output steps
Input dimensions
Output dimensions
Layers
Batch size

Settings
12
12
2
1
2
8

AND

DCRNN

Hyperparameters
Learning rate(lr)
lr decay ratio
lr decay step(epoch)
Epoch
Number of cells
Neighbor size(k)

Settings
0.01
0.1
[10,20,30,50]
100
100
17

TABLE IV
P ROPOSED ATTRIBUTE SET FOR EMBEDDING
Embedding name
emb n2vd
emb n2vt
emb n2vdt
emb n2vdtrt
emb n2vdtrtpoi

Features set
{n2vd}
{n2vt}
{n2vd, n2vt}
{n2vd, n2vt, rt}
{n2vd, n2vt, rt, upoi,vpoi}

MAE
0.4726
0.4703
0.3597
0.3437
0.3435

To evaluate the effect of a learning based neighbor selecting approach of traffic flow prediction. We compare
the performance of NSGRU with the baseline that includes
Historical average(HA), Vector Auto-Regression (VAR)[15]
and DCRNN[4]. The neural network based approaches were
implemented using Tensorflow [16].
IV. R ESULTS
A. Comparing the attributes and features sets
From table IV we observe the best performing embedding is emb n2vdtrtpoi with all available attributes. Another
observation is the improvement on the combined uses of
road structure with distance as weight and road structure
with time as weight. Standalone usage of both road structure
features only reach around 0.47 in MAE. The combined
version improved for around 19%. Which indicates some
features may make up the missing part of others. The subtle
improvements on the attribute of road indicates it may not
be a very important factor on projecting mean speed of road
but it does help with it.
B. Comparing the performance of NSGRU with Baseline
model
Table V shows the comparison of different approaches
for 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 1 hour ahead forecasting.
NSGRU outperforms the baseline models by 2-4% gain
in both MAE and RMSE, which suggests the expected
capability of NSGRU on accurately predicting future traffic.
The external knowledge seems to be an important contributor of improvements, as some effective features were
not available in the speed observation. The improvements
are consistent with the increasing prediction horizon which
suggest NSGRU is better in handling non-linearity of traffic
flow.
Figure 6 and 7 show the one day plotting of prediction
of a selected location. A time lag in the predicted chart is
observed, which suggests that both models were more or less

TABLE V
P ERFORMANCE C OMPARISON OF NSGRU
Prediction
horizon
15
30
60

AND BASELINE MODELS

Metrics

HA

VAR

DCRNN

NSGRU

MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE
MAE
RMSE

0.61
0.85
0.61
0.85
0.61
0.85

0.47
0.68
0.48
0.68
0.49
0.69

0.41
0.69
0.43
0.72
0.45
0.75

0.40
0.68
0.41
0.70
0.43
0.72

Fig. 7.

Prediction visualization of NSGRU

spatial representation. NSGRU requires external knowledge
to supplement the possible missing spatial relations between
trimmed neighborhood. More works are required to convert
it for a more generic uses.
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Fig. 6.

Prediction visualization of DCRNN

responding to the last known observations. The far horizon
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